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Violent crime incidents circle campus
Shootings, muggings put
Public Safety on guard
Fernando Sioson
Staff Columnist

Maurice Clemmons

A series of violent crime incidents occurring within a mile radius
of campus has increased Public Safety

patrols around campus and raised
security alerts.
Seattle University inboxes have
seen a stream of Department of Public
Safety e-mails as the Seattle Police
Department alerted campus safety of
these incidents, all occurring within
a week of each other. The events are
as follows:

CONSTRUCTION

Polluted
lots delay
I housing
2 J
projects

Kolvenbach break-in
An attempted break-in last week at the
Kolvenbach student residence has forced
to be more cautious. At ap3
mately p.m. on Wednesday, N0v.25,
Seattle U students, Lauren
Page
jejchick-Kotch and Ydalia
, heard a loud noise at the
door of the house and

Isidents

I

Aubrey Eyre
Staff Writer

Garcia powers through the competition

The barren lot ofland marking the corner of 12th Avenue
and East Jefferson Street might

Garcia has scored a third of Seattle
U's points this season
Emily Holt

ground, but underground it's
uglier.
Through research and testing,

even

the Environmental Coalition of
South Seattle found the lot to
be contaminatedwith 400 times
the state cleanup standards
for petroleum. Capitol Hill
Housing, which had planned to
build an affordable housing facility on the site, now must wait
for the city of Seattle to handle
the clean up, which might cost
more than $1 million.
In the hope of providing affordable housing in the Capitol
Hill and increasing pedestrian
activity in the neighboorhood,
CHH submitted a proposal for
development of the city-owned
property on the corner of 12th
Avenue and East Jefferson Street
in May of 2008.
The project blueprints specify 40 apartment complexes over
retail space.
Betsy Hunter, director of
real estate development for
CHH, who is working closely
on the project, said
CHH hired arPage

epic movie "300." At 6' 10," the Redhawks' newest power
forward knows that he's "gotta go to war."
But his battle extends offthe court and into the classroom
as Seattle Us most controversial player takes a new approach
to academics.
After expecting to be signed to the University of
Washington, Garcia got a surprise in June when he just
missed the admission standards for the Huskies. Garcia attended Dorsey High School in L.A. and earned his associate's degree at Riverside Community College in
Calif., where he played for the basketball team. I Page I
He left Riverside, however, and spent some time
10
at Yuba College focusing only on academics.
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Braden VanDragt

|
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Right: Charles Garcia towers over a Fresno State defender in SU's home opener. Left: Elgin Baylor is honored before the start of the game.

Po Dog offers bite worth barking for
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer
Anyone out after ten on the
weekends has seen the cream cheese
hotdog vendors lurking outside
bars and across from concert venues. But aside from the option of
soy dog or beef dog, onions or no
onions, late night snackers would
be hard pressed to find much variety coming from the carts.

Union Street,
sit in comfort at recently opened Po Dog, eating
a dog, fries and a drink for less
than $15.
Po Dog's victuals are only
slightly pricier than the $5 hot
dogs found on street corners, their
most expensive dog—the South of
the Border topped with guacamole,
pico de gallo and sour cream
coming to $6.95.

the promise of more to be added
in the near future.
While researching recipes over
the summer, owner Laura Olson
was determined to offer a dessert
dog. The sweet puppy
on the menu currently
Page
is a peanut butter and
banana dog, which is a
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From a wasabismothered egg
roll dog to more
straightforward hot
dog fare, Po Dog
is poised to give
the Hill's mobile
vendors a run for
their money.
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Jim White leaves for Gonzaga
EthicsPoint stirs SU community
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Kolvenbach break-in 1 of 7 crime incidents
I

Cover

I

unidentified male repeatedly kicking their kitchen door
attempting to get in. He moved on
to the exterior basement door, which
he was successful in breaking down.

The man entered the house but fled
the scene shortly thereafter without

taking anything.
"It made us realize that we do live
big city, and there are certain
risks involved with that," said Kelly
Glenn, anotherKolvenbach resident.
"We use our dead bolt more often,
and we leave the radio on when no
one is at home."
Kolojejchick-Kotch and Yado, the
only two residents in Kolvenbach at
the time, reported the incident immediately to Public Safety. They said
the suspect was 20-30 years of age,
had light skin and was of medium

Police response to an armed robbery
call and the sounds of gun shots near
90th and Columbia Street.
The non-affiliate male was in his
late teens or early 20s, according to
Public Safety. He was fatally shot in
the torso. The only description of
the shooter given to police was that
the suspect was wearing a nylon sock
over his head. The victim allegedly
returned fire, but SPD is still investigating and have yet to confirm this.

700 Block of Union Shooting
A man was shot in the chest approximately four blocks Northwest
of campus Nov. 20. Public Safety
responded to an SPD alert regarding
ashooting in the 700 block of East
Union Street. The victim said that a
man pulled up in a car and demanded the victims wristwatch. When the
victim refused to hand it over, the
man in the car opened fire.

14th Ave. and E. Union
robbery
A man was robbed at gunpoint
two blocks east of campus also late
Nov. 28. The male victim> a nonaffiliate of Seattle U, lent his iPhone

It made us realize that

in a

SPD and Public Safety officers
searched the area and took one man
into custody, but he was let go after the
two Kolvenbach residents confirmed
he was not the suspect in question.
9th and Columbia shooting
A man was killed in a shootout
five blocks west of campus at ap-

to an unidentified man on the street.
As the suspect walked away the victim followed and told him to give
his iPhone back The suspect brandished his silver handgun at the victim, threatening him in the process.
The suspect fled the scene. The
victim reported the incident to the
SPD but could not provide a description of the suspect. Police officers
continued to search the area where
the incident took place and detained
one suspect.

The victim did not respond to
phone calls from the police for identification purposes,
was released.

so

the suspect

we do live in a big city,
and there are certain
risks involved in that.
Kelly Glenn
Kolvenbach resident

A witness at the scene rushed over

help the victim. Other witnesses
reported they saw a dark-colored sedan speeding away from the scene
after hearing the sound of gunshots.
to

The male victim was sent to a local
hospital in critical condition.

Broadway building fire/
overdose
A fire broke out in the red brick

medical building at the intersection
of Broadway and Columbia just after
1 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 21. The fire
department detected no visible external damage before breaking several
windows in order to ventilate the
building. The fire was confined to
the northern wing of the building
along Columbia Street and caused

handgun

$100,000 in damages.

4 Lakewood police killed
The morning of Dec. 1, a Seatde
police officer shot and killed 37-yearold Maurice Clemmons, the man

The fire was officially determined
an arson. Police reported an overdose fatality in that same building
Nov. 20. Police regularly patrol the
property

due

to

frequent reports of

drug activity.
Two days later, police and fire personnel were sent back to the building
after its owners smelled the odor of
natural gas and heard voices inside
the building.
12th Avenue and East
Jefferson Street
The evening of Nov. 30 a man
was nearly shot in the head at the
intersection of 12th Avenue and
East Jefferson Street, a block from
campus. The non-affiliate victim
was walking west on East Jefferson
when he encountered two suspects
who asked him for a cigarette.
The two reached into the victim's pockets which caused him to
run northbound to escape. The two
assailants fired a single shot from a

at the victim, which grazed
the
head. The four to six pohim in
lice units who responded took the
suspects into custody immediately,
but the victim was later unable to
positively identify the suspects. The
victim was transported to a local hospital for treatment.

who gunned down four police officers Nov. 29, ending a state-wide
manhunt lasting three days.
Maurice Clemmons shot four
police officers in a coffee shop
in Parkland Sunday morning.
Clemmons sustained a gunshot
wound to the stomach at 2 a.m.
and evaded police with the aid of
several friends who police have

detained.
Early Tuesday morning, a Seatde
police officer was investigating a
since

stolen car on the 4400 block of
East Kenyon Street. Clemmons approached the officer from behind
who ordered Clemmons to stop and
put his hands up. Clemmons ran
and the officer opened fire, fatally
wounding Clemmons.
Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com
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Bookstore decision to come in Jan.
Administration considering bookstore options after
consultant's recommendation
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer

Spencer predicts

over half ofbook
sales this year will be in the used

books department.
The much-hyped decision reTextbooks currently make up 70
garding whether or not the bookpercent of the store's total sales.
store will be outsourced remains
Spencer also cited the economy
unknown as fall quarter comes to as a contributing factor.
a close.
"Retail is just awful right now,"
The university received the fiSpencer said.
nal comments from the outside
bookstore consultant this week
but has not yet released a statement E-books, online buying
to students.
The committee members—who and the recession have
are yet to see the comments—will
meet again on Dec. 9 for another
caused bookstore
discussion before the university announces its decision.
profits to take a hit.
In an advisory committee
meeting at the end of November,
bookstore manger Bob Spencer anThe "third hit" came from
nounced sales were down 15 pernew electronic based textbook
cent for the month of October.
technologies.
The store recently implemented
Spencer attributed the decrease
in sales to a triple hit including legan e-books program allowing stuislative mandates, the recession and dents to purchase downloadable
the growth ofonline e-books.
copies of their textbooks at a lower
In May 2009, the Senate's price than a new hardcopy.
Higher Education and Workforce
Spencer, however, described the
Development Committee required program as "less than successful."
colleges to release text book ISBN Since September, the bookstore has
numbers at least four weeks besold a total of three e-Books.
fore classes begin, which allows
Melody Kadlub-Barr, bookstudents more time to compare store textbooks specialist cited
this as a standard number of sales
prices of books at different locations and shop for the texts they for universities implementing this
need online.
new program.
The bookstore saw a subsePublishing companies have recently begun to offer texts printed
quent 46 percent decrease in new
textbook sales for fall quarter.
on loose-leaf paper and hole-

punched for three ring binders,
which can be up to $100 cheaper
than the hardbound alternatives.
Kadlub-Barr said offerings are
currently limited and the companies that do offer these texts do not
publicize it well.
Binder-ready textbooks can be
sold back to the university bookstore while e-books cannot.
Spencer said the bookstore
needs more space to display these
new options. He does not anticipate seeing any bookstore expansions inside the University Services
Building where the store has no
loading dock,

a

limited

entrance

and no onsite storage.
The university owned lot on
12th and Cherry has been ruled out
as a possible space because of the
university's decision to build more
campus-owned housing.
Spencer also suggested putting
the new bookstore on the first floor
of the 12th Avenue and Madison
Street self-storage facility owned by
the university.
But whether or not the bookstore moves to a new facility won't
be decided until after the university reviews the consultant's
comments and makes a decision
on whether or not to outsource
operations.
The bookstore consultant will
be on campus Dec. 9 to meet with
the board. The university plans to
release a decision by the beginning
ofWinter Quarter.
Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com

Jim White leaves
Enrollment for Gonzaga
'Big shoes to fill' after
White's departure from
Enrollment Services
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer
After 22 years of service within
the university, Jim White, associate provost ofenrollment management, will leave Seattle University
in January.
Provost Isiaah Crawford announced White's impending departure in an e-mail to the faculty and
staff Nov. 19.
White has accepted the position
ofdirector offinancial aid at Gonzaga
University. White said he. hopes his
new position will provide him more
opportunities to meet prospective
college students and their families,
an opportunity he was not often afforded during his time as associate
provost at Seattle U.
"I really like to help students
and parents figure out how to afford college," White said. "I'm
looking forward to having more
direct contact."
White has been associate provost of enrollment management
since 2005. He has been with the
university since 1987 when he was
hired as a financial aid counselor. He
quickly advanced in the department
and became the Director ofFinancial

Aid and Student Employment and
eventually the Director of Financial
Services.
During his career at Seattle U,
White led Enrollment Services
and fused Financial Aid and
Student Accounts with Student
Financial Services.

[White has] been
incredibly valuable in
just that institutional
knowledge.
Joyce Allen
University Registrar

He recently helped streamline
university processes by implementing a document imaging program
that replaces paper files with secure
electronic files of student documents.
Enrollment Services has already started using the system, andWhite said
he hopes the new Associate Provost
will expand the program to other departments within the university.
Joyce Allen, the university's registrar, has worked with White and
said his successful projects have come
from his diverse experience within
the university.

"[White has] been incredibly valuable in just that institutional knowledge and understanding," Allen said.
"With him gone, we don't get that
kind ofhistorical perspective."
She said she is happy for White's
new adventure but sad to see
him go.
Before he departs Seattle U,
White said he is wrapping up conversations and helping the Registrar's
office with its budget preparation as
fall quarter comes to a close.
The office of the Provost hopes
to fill Whites position no later than
July 1,2010 and will likely announce
who will fill the position temporarily
prior to White's departure.
In the interim, Allen said she
hopes the university will bring in
someone from outside the university
with experience in a position similar
to White's.
Crawford plans to use a search
firm to select a new program director, but he has not yet announced
with which firm the university will
be working with.
Crawford said the university will begin the task as soon as
they can.
"Jim leaves big shoes to fill,"
Crawford said.

Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com
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SOCIAL JUSTICE

Center for Service
greets Benkert as
new coordinator
Kelly Benkert to work with
Leaders for the Common
Good to reach out

Maryland and University of
Hartford, don't have an organization like the CSCE that guides
students towards social justice camKaty McCourt-Basham
paigns and helps them get involved
Staff Writer
in their communities. At these
colleges, most of the social justice
After more than a decade of work is done by students who take
work centered on social justice on service projects independently
issues, Kelly Benkert takes the without direct university support.
helm of programming for Center Benkert's job was to provide guidfor Service and Community ance and help these students get
their projects going.
Engagement.
Benkert, the new program
For two years, Benkert also
coordinator for CSCE, said her helped organize two conferences
main vision for the center this each summer for the National
year involves the new Seattle U Conference for Community
Youth Initiative—a campaign to and Justice, a week-long social
encourages a campus-wide enjustice education retreat for stugagement with the neighborhoods dents in middle and high school.
around campus.
After the retreat, she would sup"We'll be making good on our port these students for a year,
responsibility to the community helping them organize and run
we're a part of," she said.
social justice projects in their
When Katie Pinnard announced own communities.
that she was leaving her position as
Benkert said that working on
program coordinatorfor the CSCE this conference was extremely
last spring, then-graduate assis- rewarding.
tant Benkert decided to apply for
"It was justincredible to witness
the job.
the amount of growth and learn"Kelly has big shoes to fill. Katie ing in those students," Benkert
was well loved by everyone," said
said. "Irs an experience I will
Joshua Moore, senior computer sci- never forget."
ence major. "I think Kelly is doing
As Benkert began to thinkabout
pretty well."
attending graduate school, she said
The CSCE's Student Leaders for she realized she wanted a career that
the Common Good program—a allowed her to work on social jusgroup of upperclassmen who tice issues with students.
head various service campaigns
She enrolled in Seattle U's
and projects—will spearhead the Student Development and
initiative.
Administration graduate program
Benkert's background lends in 2008. Benkert became the
itself well to her new position as graduate assistant at the CSCE,
program coordinator.
where she coordinated the First
She began focusing on social Generation Project—a program
justice issues while pursuing dethat sends Seattle U student mengrees in English and Anthropology tors to local high schools Garfield
at Notre Dame University. While at
and Franklin to tutor teens who
Notre Dame, she took on a workmight be the first in their families
study job at a. South Bend, Ind. to go to college.
homeless center. She also worked
Before Benkert was hired, the
on community service initiatives program coordinator for the FGP
through the university's Center for had always been an AmeriCorps
Social Concerns.
volunteer. When Carlito Umali,
Benkert said she had no particu- CSCE's last AmeriCorps vollar career.pfans after college.
unteer left mid-year in 2008,
"I knew what I didn't want to Benkert assumed the role of FGP
do," Benkert said, "but I wasn't program coordinator.
sure what I wanted to do with
"She's very committed to helpmy life."
ing those that are in the margins of
After Benkert graduated in society," said Kent Koth, director of
2001, she took a job with an CSCE. "I think that's what really
environmental organization in makes her tick"
Connecticut. For two years she
Benkert said seeing the interest
worked on federal energy and state of these high school students in
clean air policies before realizing FGP who visited Seatde U last year
that environmental work wasn't at the program's college preview day
for her.
was a most rewarding experience.
"For many of them it just
"Working on poverty issues was where my heart was," blew their minds," said Benkert.
Benkert said.
"They got to see how great-a colShe left to work for dieNational lege experience could befor them,
Student Campaign Against Hunger and see that Seattle U was a place
and Homelessness which supports where they could get a really
college students tackling issues of incredible education."
poverty in their communities.
Benkert said most of the colKaty may be reached at
leges she worked with, like Loyola kmccx3urt@su-spectator.com
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EthicsPoint raises
questions, doubts
Seamus McKeon
Staff Writer

Ethics Point,
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"ASSU Seattle"
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Tell ASSU what you think!

the third-party
whistleblower service adopted by
Seattle University last month, has
sparked both acclaim and outcry
from students and faculty.
Though some speculated
EthicsPoint was implemented to
handle only ethical issues or inappropriate behaviors, the university
purchased the software in compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002, the post-Enron legislation
which requires companies and other
institutions to handle any embezzlement allegations and protect the
identity ofwhistleblowers. The university will still handle ethical issues
with the protocol oudined in Seatde
Us code ofconduct.
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Now leasing brand new flats and
loft apartments within a

renovated historic building in
Capitol Hill's Pike/Pine Triangle.
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David Madsen
History Professor

Reports submitted to
EthicsPoint are forwarded to the
administration.
Still, the outside approach to
gathering complaints has sparked
opposition from some members of
the university community.
"When I first saw it, I thought
they we were going to institute
an honor code. I went back and
read it, and I thought 'My God,
this is Orwellian,'" said David
Madsen, history professor. "Where
do these reports go [...] who's
getting it?"
An institution using an independent program to oversee internal—
and sensitive—affairs at the university is in no way unique. However,
according to Jerry Huffman, assistant
vice president of human resources,
EthicsPoint is not only a secure alternative to traditional handling of
ethics cases, but a preferable one.

"A formal report on EthicsPoint
is not released to the community,"
Huffman said. "They just offer a
great opportunity to report when
people otherwise wouldn'tfeel comfortable reporting."
According to the company's
stated policies, this spirit ofconfidential Compliance is at the heart
of EthicsPoint, which boasts a
list of more than 2,000 clients.
According to statements from the
company, EthicsPoint is not only
dedicated to a compliance with
legal standards, but to "providing

complete confidentiality."
Furthermore, Huffman added,
the system in no way requires those
reporting infractions to identify
themselves, emphasizing that 44
percent of ethics-based complaints
that result in some finding are a result of anonymous tips.
Indeed, most student opinion

regarding EthicsPoint has been far
from hostile; many see it affirming
the university's mission.
"I think it's a good thing," said
Robert Birungi, international student representative and junior international business major. "There
are some students that know
some things, and may want to
point them out but cannot; there's
need for a system that kind of
checks that."
First-year graduate student
Robbie Lang said she is "in full
support of it [Ethics Point]—it's
a great system, a great

thing

implement."
Regardless of the feelings of the
community, Ethics Point is here to
stay, Huffman explained.
"They've required all public
companies to have [...] this type of
process, to offer their constituents
an opportunity to report," Huffman
said. "We have a responsibility to
our students to use our resources
wisely.If we have unethical things
going on on campus that result
in inappropriate use of resources
then shame on us. It's as simple
as that."
to

Seamus may be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com
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Seattle muslims gathered at the WaMu Theater on Friday to observe the ending of Hay, the yearly pilgrimage to Mecca.
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cleaners or other similar chemical
scale industries have been close to
or on the property, developers must
test the land for contamination.
"If contamination is only in the
dirt, you dig it up, separate what is
clean and then take the contamination to a landfill that can treat it and
make sure it evaporates," Hunter
said. "[l2th and Jefferson] is more

I Cover I
but for working wage
people,'" she said. The residence
would target individuals earning
about 50 to 60 percent of the median income—about $30,000 yearly
household income.
Once the city had accepted the
proposal, CHH began its regular
process of evaluating the site and
putting its development plans

complicated."
Hunter said she suspects contamination at the lot may have
leaked into the water table so it
may have migrated off site. So far
the soil at surrounding sites has yet
to be tested.
Emery Bayley, the technical services manager ofECOSS, has been
working with CHH on this property
as part of the Brownfields program.
Through research, he found«in the
40s there were 12 gas stations between Yesler and Denny going along
12th Avenue. Over time, all but two
stations slowly disappeared.
When the economy began to
improve with the end of WWII in
the '40s, many people were looking
to start up their own businesses.
According to Bayley, one ofthe easiest businesses to get into at the time
was gas stations.
"People back then could just
take their residence and start up
a gas station, especially on main
streets like 12th," Bayley said.

I shudder to think
of how many sites

around here are
contaminated.
Betsy Hunter
Capitol Hill Housing

"Early on we were doing research
about the history of the property,
and we learned that it used to be a
gas station, which put up a red flag,"
Hunter said.
Before building begins, developers must complete evaluation and research to assure the safety and quality
of any property. If gas stations, dry

Clara Ganey | The

Spectator

Capitol Hill Housing worries contamination from previous gas stations on the lot in question has migrated
as far as Logan Field. Seattle U paid $2 million to clean up 12th and Cherry for similar pollution.

Bayley said many thought these
businesses seemed profitable and
harmless at the time. Yet now, he
said it's becoming apparent that the
traces the stations can leave behind
can have very damaging effects to
future use of the land.
"We are really careful about gathering research before we start digging," Hunter said.

But despite the contamination
problems, the project is hoping to
move forward as soon as

possible.
"There is a real desire among
community members to see it developed so people will be excited,"
Hunter said. "One ofthe downsides
of this discovery is now that is going
to take longer."

According to Bayley, developplans for other properties
around the area will likely face
similar problems because of both

which it had cleaned up earlier
this year.
According to Michael Kerns, associate vice president of Facilities,
the university spent $2 million dollars to clean up the site.
Clean up costs and procedures
to deal with each contaminated lot
differ depending on the levels of
contamination.
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the area's history and geological
foundations.
"When the geology of the land
is mostly silt and sand, it makes
it easier for the chemicals to seep
down to the water level and spread.
The land here is very irregular and
that is just something we have to
deal with," Bayley said. "Anybody
would have to have a hole in their
head not to go through the land
evaluations process."
Developers encountered
soil contamination problems at
the Walgreens property —a former Chevron gas station —on
Broadway and Pine Street, Bayley
said. When the gas station moved,
they pulled out their tanks and
said the land was clean. But when
CHH began testing the site, they
found contamination.

The city will determine

southern deep fried pickles

if a corporation can
be held accountable
for the pollution.

314 Broadway East

-

Seattle WA 98102

-

206-328-7000

Hunter said Walgreens contacted
Chevron and required the gas company pay for the cleanup.
"So in this case with the lot on
12th Avenue and Jefferson, the city
gets to call the shots, and they will
do some research to see if the gas station that owned the property from
the '20s to the '40s still has some
corporate ownership that can be
held responsible," Hunter said.
Seattle University, which has
plans for a new residence hall on the
corner of 12th Avenue and Cherry
Street—a lot which also used to be
a gas station —found contamination

People back then
could just fake up their

residence and start
up a gas station.
Emery Bayley
Environmental Coalition

Hunter also said while CHH
has yet to test soil under Logan
field, evidence indicates the contamination might not be confined
only to the lot on 12th Avenue
and Jefferson Street, considering
petroleum was found as deep as 18
feet below ground. Groundwater,
which could transport contaminants off-site, runs as high as 15 feet
below ground.
"I shudder to think of how
many sites around here are contaminated, and we just don't know it,"
Hunter said.
As building plans continue, Hunter said CHH is still
drafting the housing facility's
leasing options.
CHH envisions a program with
rentable apartments with an option
to purchase units after 15 years of
residency, she said.
The project is a centerpiece
of one of the organization's goals:
to increase home-ownership for
working class people in the Capitol
Hill neighborhood.
"We want to bring vitality, more
business cooperation and more
transportation to the neighborhood," Hunter said. "Really it is
just kind of a piece of the puzzle. If
we make something beautiful it will
improve the neighborhood."

Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@su-spectator.com
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Debate team doubles
in size, welcomes
back former coach
Acclaimed team faces challenges with
loss of top debaters
Kelton Sears
Staff Writer
The return of Coach Ross
Merritt, a trip to Oxford, England
and the addition of 13 new team
members has made it a year of transition for the top Northwestern debate team.
Seattle University's debate team
lost lead debaters James Kilcup and
Michael Imeson when they headed
off to graduate school at Alaska
Anchorage University. The duo won
Seattle University's its 7th place victory at last year's World Tournament
in Cork, Ireland.
Merritt, however, returned to
lead the debate team after a controversial and sudden departure.
He was offered his coaching
position back part-time this year
after being cut last year due to

budget

constraints.

"We're super happy to have
him back," said Sophia Sanders,

club president and humanities for
teaching major, who noted she
and other officers had to take on
some of Merritt's responsibilities in
his absence.
"He has helped take the stress off
of me again and allow me to focus
more," Sanders said.
The team has also doubled in size
this year.
Returning debaters said they
spent more time advertising their
team this year, making sure a debate pamphlet was included in new
students' orientation folders.
"It's great because we have such
a young team," said Michael Flores,
political science major and club treasurer. "[They are] only going to get
better and better as time goes on."
Seattle U's debate team won
the award for top Northwestern
school in America at the 2009
Pricewaterhouse Coopers Oxford
Invitational at Oxford University
Nov. 14.

Clara Ganey | The

Morgan Klaas, international studies and political science major, is a rookie on the debate team this year.
Team members said they gained
valuable experience at the tournament, where they competed with
teams from around the world.
"It was really successful in that
aspect," Sanders said. "We got to
expose some people to real international competition."
The trip to Oxford came at the
expense of attending this year's
World Debate Tournament, which
will be held in Istanbul, Turkey.

Not ready

forthe LSAT?

Debate club officers were forced
to choose between the two tournaments due to budget constraints.
"We decided to go to Oxford to
give a higher number of people on
the team a chance to have that experience," Flores said.
Seattle Us debate team has an

approximately $12,000 budget—
one of the smallest debate budgets
in the Northwest.

Sanders said although the debate team has tried to increase its
visibility this year, she suspects some
students still don't know Seattle U
has a debate team.
"I don't think it got advertised
last year," Sanders said. "We got
people signing up this year as sophomores or juniors just because they
hadn't heard of us until now."
Rookies on the team made a strong
showing at the Lower Columbia
College tournament in Longview,
Wash, in early November.
Seattle U debaters came in second, fourth, sixth, seventh, 11th
and 14th place in the tournament's
novice category.

Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,J.Q and Steven Klein

jtiP|M|fe»

'ami mfK'

5031 University Way NE Seattle

"We have people doing this who
really passionate," said Morgan
Klaas, a first year debater and a
sophomore international studies
and political science major. "They
aren't just here for transcript building but because this is something
they really want to do."
Kilcup and Imeson returned to
mentor new team members for this
year's Canadian Nationals, held at
the University of British Columbia
Nov. 22-23.
Seattle Us team was unable to defeat any teams at the tournament.
"We had pretty hard odds against
our young team," Sanders said.
The .team will debate at
Willamette University and Portland
University this winter, facing teams
from Ivy League schools like
Harvard and Yale.
"We really enjoy debating those
guys," Sanders said. "They are fun
and nice guys who are extremely
are

intelligent."
Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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Former law prof
wins NY district
attorney election
High-profile lawyer
handpicked to run, wins
by 92 percent

and I really learned how an office should be run."
John McKay, who worked
with Vance at Seattle U and
Aubrey Eyre
occasionally co-taught his trial
Staff Writer
practice classes, said he helped
support Vance when he came
For the past 35 years, the back to the university to promote
same District Attorney reprehis campaign.
sented Manhattan, New York.
"I have nothing but huge reBut DA Robert M. Morgenthau
spect for him as a person and as
retired, few were surprised a lawyer," McKay said of Vance.
by the candidate he chose to "Judges and lawyers respect him,
endorse. An assistant DA to and he will always be highly reMorgenthau, a former professor garded here."
at Seattle University's School of
Vance said some of the cases
Law and a Manhattan native, he handled in Seattle led him
Cyrus Vance Jr. took the election to support alternative punishments and advocate preventative
by storm.
crime measures.
"I believe in fighting for alterplan to go about
native punishment, but it must
be applied in the right way,"
making changes
Vance said. "I think each case
has to be approached individuwith caution and
ally, and look[ing] at the client's
best interest and chances of reintelligence.
covery and the motives behind
their actions."
Cyrus Vance Jr.
If approached correcdy, Vance
NY District Attorney said, alternativepunishments help
reduce chances ofrepeat offenders more than incarceration.
"He understands the ethi"Winning by 92 percent in
the finals was wonderful, and cal role that is necessary in
I am very pleased to have that the prosecution and defense,"
support of the people behind
McKay said.
While Vance is interested
me," said Vance, who also won
69 percent of the primary vote. in bringing new ideas and
"It was a difficult race."
change to the office, he does
Vance said that as the city's not plan to make changes to
new DA, he hopes to implement
the New York DAs office withalternative
for
more
out considering input from his
punishments
Manhattan.
coworkers.
criminals in
He comes into the office with
six years of experience working as
Judges and lawyers
Morgenthau's assistant.
After his years as an assistant
DA to Morgenthau, however, respect him, and he
Vance said he felt the need to
make a name for himself. He left will always be highly
his New York life for the rainy
streets ofSeattle to teach as a trial regarded here.
advocacy professor at Seattle U
and further his experience in deJohn McKay
fensive law.
Law Professor
"I had a wonderful experience working at the Seattle
"I am taking over a phenomUniversity School of Law,"
Vance said. "Its a great program enal office, and I am excited to
and it produces some very fine build on the success of my predecessor," he said. "He ran a great
lawyers."
Vance took on some highoffice and I plan to go about
profile cases while he was pracmaking changes with caution
ticing in Seattle. In one, he and intelligence."
While Vance said he enjoyed
represented female workers who
had been denied promotion his time in Seatde, making the
and equal pay in the Boeing switch from Seattle to New York
Company in a class action and was not a big change.
"I grew up in New York and
gender discrimination case,
which resulted in a $72 million worked as an assistant DA here,
settlement for the defendants in so coming back was not as difficult as when I moved to Seatde,"
2005.
Vance "said. "I was just coming
"Being a Seattle defense attorback home."
ney has been essential in building my understanding in prosecution." Vance said. "I worked Aubrey may be reached at
with some great people there aeyre@su-spectator.com
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Want to participate in this
Knight of Rock? Battle of the Bands applications now
available in the SEAC office?

Judgement Day

Whot do you ge! when you mix a

vio,ln ceil °' drum m * raefa,? judgeme^t day
Come listen to this string-metal bond for FREE!

-

'

Cool Runnings

One Dream. Four Jamaicans.
Twenty below zero. And five $10 Molly Moon's gift
car^s t0 9' ve awfiyl J°'n m °** ms
event!

Pancake Feed

Need a break from studying for
finals? We'll have plenty of pancakes, bacon, and
yogurt,

oil for only $4!
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public
safety

reports
Accident/Motor Vehicle
Nov. 20 8:30 a.m.
The driverof a commercial shuttle
van backed into a concert and
Events Services pickup truck.
The accident occurred in the
Bellarmine loading dock.
Malicious Mischief
Nov. 2011:40 a.m.
Public Safety discovered several
graffiti tags in permanent marker
on the stone wall at Broadway

and Madison. Facilities was notified for cleanup.
Narcotics
Nov. 201:45 p.m.
Public Safety and Housing responded to a report of a suspicious odor consistent with the
smell of marijuana emanating
from a resident room. The occupant of the room was contacted,
and the incident was forwarded
to conduct.
Fire/Unrelated Death
Nov. 21 1 am
Public Safety responded to reports of smoke in the west area
of campus. There was a fire in an
unoccupied building located just

south of the Broadway garage.
Seattle Fire Department and
Seattle Police Department were
on the scene. Officers informed
Public Safety that they had recovered the body of a teenage
male who was believed to have
overdosed in the building earlier
that day.

et cetera
thespectator
recommends
RITYI AUCTION

| Bailey/Coy Wake
Bailey/Coy's final day of sales was Nov. 20 but
the neighborhood wasn't quite ready to say goodbye to the landmark just then. The store invites
community members to join them for a party/
wake/auction/fundraising event that promises to
be a blast. For 26 years, Bailey/Coy Books served
as Capitol Hill's literary hub, providing the community with a place to be among books and
meet their favorite authors. Thursday's wake will
be a celebration of the store's many successful
years. Along with popping open some bubbly,
there will also be an auction of quirky literature
related items— including a pair ofboxer shorts
signed by author David Sedaris. Thursday, Dec.
3, 6 to 9 p.m. Admission is $40 at the door or
online at brownpapertickets.com.

[7TTB

DAY AT THE PARK

J Tropical getaway

The Volunteer Park Conservatory offers one of
Seattle's only places to go tropical when the weather turns cold and rainy. When the weather turns
frightful, many of us dream of beach vacations,
but economic reality keeps us close to home. Save
Friday, when Seattle Parks and Recreation and
the Friends of the Conservatory offer a trip to a
balmy place where the palms sway, the orchids
bloom and harpist Bill Mcjohn plays
quietly. Friday, Dec. 4 from 5 to 8 p.m. Free.

Winter in Seattle can be awful. The perpetual
to drive you to
madness. When you seldom see the sun for several
months, it's understandable that you might get a
little cranky along the way.
Fortunately, when the weather outside gets
frightful, you can still takeshelter in sunny sounds.
Animal Collective's latest release is a guaranteed
remedy for any wintertime blues that might come
your way this season.
In keeping with their usual routine, the Animal
Collective camp have followed up their heretofore masterstroke with an EP that is comprised of
outtakes from the "Merriweather Post Pavilion"
sessions and a couple of new tracks thrown in for

good measure.

site at www.su-spectator.com
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CONCERT

Bruce, director of the Museum of Art/WSU.
Pacific Science Center through Jan. 3. 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Admission is $7 to $14.

3fß Un-Local Natives
We're all sick ofCalifornia transplants andall
the SoCal visitors who can't cope with the cold.
But if they come bearing good music, exceptions
can be made. Three bands from Los Angeles
who qualify for such an exception take the
stage this Saturday night. The night opens with
Local Natives, who soar through Fleet Foxesesque harmonies and Animal Collective-esque
drumming, and Fool's Gold, an afro-pop band
with more than a few tracks sung in Hebrew.
Headliner Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic
Zeros brings contributes sunny and slightly
strange power pop inspired by front-man Alex
Ebert's story about a wayward messiah who is
continually distracted from his mission to save
the world by pretty girls and falling in love.
Neumos, all ages, doors at Bp.m., $12.

RTHI

I

EXHIBIT

Running the numbers

sale

I Holiday bazaar
Need great gifts for family and friends at
starving college student prices? Need a sweet
treat during finals week? Get gifts and delicious
baked goods at the Holiday Bazaar where most
of the items were produced by nonprofit organizations. You can also get your picture taken with
Santa Claus! Donation suggested but admission
is not mandatory. The bazaar runs from Dec. 8
to 11 next to the Student Center hearth from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

C7IJ3

GIVEAWAY

| Holiday hoopla
Take a break from finals and let Seattle busishower you in free gifts! This is the only
holiday party where you can show up with nothing and get a lot in return. Guests are promised
free gifts running the gamut from hors devours
to cocktails to massages. Tuesday, Dec. 8 at 6
p.m. Pravda Studios, 1406 10th Avenue. Free
admission.
nesses

Ballard-based photographer Chris Jordan
looks at art and contemporary American culture through the lens of statistics. Examining
some of the more bizarre habits of society in
his large .intricately detailed prints assembled
from thousands of smaller photographs. One
such piece is a recreation of George Seurat's
"Sunday in the Park", made up of 106,000 images of soda cans, representing the number of
sodas consumed by Americans every 30 seconds.
Chris Jordan's been called the "it" artist for the
green movement. His "photographic project
offers a rare and unique opportunity to have
a conversation about important subject matter
that cuts through art-world boundaries into the
environmental and social sciences," says Chris

.

GALLERY OPENING

I New gallery opening
Attend the Dec. 9 opening reception for
Lenore and Emanuel Vardis' first showing of
paintings in Seattle at the new art gallery on
Capitol Hill in HomeNet Computer Repair. An
original Vardi line drawing is the evening's door
prize. 2002 East Union Street. Wednesday Dec.
9 from 5 to 9 p.m. Free admission.

Animal Collective bring winter cheer with 'Fall Be Kind' EP

six-month long drizzle is enough

For a complete listing of public

PTCM

BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM

Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief

safety incidents check out our Web

December 2, 2009

Unlike some of their other EPs, their latest,
"Fall Be Kind," feels less like a jumble of songs
from the discard pile and more like a companion
piece to its LP predecessor. "Fall Be Kind" is a
five song whirlwind of intriguing sounds, and at
almost precisely halfthe length of "MPP," it manages to congeal all ofthat record's best features into
a smaller, more intimate serving.
The EP begins with "Graze," a song whose introduction is almost as aimless as "MPP" opener
"In The Flowers." Dave "AveyTare" Portner hums
nonchalantly to himself through its first few minutes lines like "let me begin" and "some ideas are
brewing." His prayers are answered in its second
half when a pan flute melody is piped into both
speakers and the song explodes from introspective
rumination mode directly into a piece medieval

Want? Sky" has been a staple
of Animal Collective's live
sets for almost a year now.
It's also the first song to
ever contain an officially
licensed Grateful Dead
sample, from Phil Lesch's
"Unbroken Chain" off of
Live at the Mars Hotel. It's
one of the most disnting dance tracks I've
ever heard, written in 7/4
time and kicked off with
so minutes offuzzed
cymbal rushes and an
ancing duet between
ner and Noah "Panda
Bear" Lennox, where the
two singers volley nonsense
syllables off of each other in
three and a half note bursts.
Suffice to say, it's disorienting as hell and absolutely

■

Ror

Image

via Domino

Records

awesome.

Bt

makes you feel happy, it's as
hat.
e Kind" closer "I Think I Can" is likeying trip through the wonders ofboth
iollective's musical prowess and their
inspiringly positive head space. The song begins
with a four part polyphony that leads into Lennox
voicing his restlessness in his typically whimsical,
syrupy bellow, asking the listener "What's nice
staying in the same place?" Just over halfthrough the song, the martial drumming and
nerizing synth squalls give way to a melody
that pumps the listener's blood full of optimistic
Lennox swaps out his downtrodden tone
ivor of a sing-songy coo, closing the track

dance balladry.

Bit

The EP's most captivating track rises out ofthe
ashes of"Graze's" ambient outro. "What Would I

■gy.

with a distinctly Animal Collective-esque mantra:
"Will I get to move on soon? I think I can I think
I can."
And that's the beauty of Animal Collective;
their endless innocence and optimism is inspiring and irresistible. "Fall Be Kind" may only last
half an hour, but its feathery melodies are a fantastic way to chase away the sadness of the winter
months. Their autumn feels like spring, and it's a
welcome respite from the perpetual drizzle that will
inevitably haunt Seattle until springtime-proper

finally comes around.
Matthew may be reached at copy@su-

spectator.com
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Campus Voice:
Did you go to the men's
basketball game at
KeyArena?
Antoinette Bianco
Freshman, Pre-Major

Lisa Gertridge
Freshman, Psychology

Natsuko Yasuda
Sophomore, Economics

"No, I was at the Genocide
Panel instead."

"Yes, I went because it was the
first game. I have a friend on the
dance team, and I know some
of the guys on the team!"

"No, I've never seen the
basketball team and didn't have
very much information on it."

"No, I had a whole bunch of
homework that night."
John Pegg

Freshman, Sports and Exercise Science

Interviews and photos by Candace Shankel
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Across
1. Coarsely ground corn
5. Expel
9. High points
14. Ancient Athens's Temple

22. Apparition
24. Outer coat of a seed
26. Actor Stephen
27. "Honor Thy Father" author

of_
15. Cut

.
35. Smells
36. Bay
37.1975 Wimbledon winner
38. Cooking container
39. Ear ornament
42. Digit of the foot
43. Gaelic language of

16. Beach locale

68. Not much
69. Cut into small pieces
70. Shipping deduction
71. Openings
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17. Gillette brand
18. Face covering
19. Cotton thread used
for hosiery
20. Bellboy
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45. Travel on water
46. Head cold
48. Redeploy
50. Shores
51. Cushion
52. Derive
54. Russian aircraft designer
58.1920's decorative school
62. Corpulent
63. Against
65. Hairless
66. Temporary stop
67. Goes out with

Down
1. Swedish auto
2. Commedia dell'
3. Blackbird
4. Book of hymns
5. Seep through, biologically
6. Not appropriate

7. Bro's counterpart
8. Toll rds.
9. Out, in bed

10. Mexican-American girl
11. Lion's share
12. Delia's creator
13. Clairvoyant
21. "Siddhartha" author
23. Primp
25. Loving
27. Hard drinker

28. Be gaga over
29.
luck!
Dead", classic
31. "The
horror movie
32. Adlai's running mate
33. Cry out loudly
34. Appears
36. Jutting rock
40. DiQreSSiOn
41. Old English coin
44. Marry
47. Pocketbook
49. Cured, in a way
50. Cherry red
53. "Seeya!"
54. Cookbook amts.
55. D.Day beach
56. Rain cats and dogs
57. Immense
horse!
59.1 could
60. Applaud
61. Probability

64. Teachers' org.
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Braden VanDragt | The Spectator

Charles Garcia tries to maneuver around a defender in the second half ofthe game against Fresno State Nov. 19 at Key Arena.

INTHE

GARCIA
CHARLES
CLASSROOM, ON THE COURT
I Cover I
questioning the compatibility of Garcia's rejection from the
University of Washington and his
acceptance at Seattle University, men's basketball coach Cameron Dollar assures that Garcia
is NCAA eligible.
"He is NCAA qualified above and beyond,"
Dollar says. "He has his AA."
When Garcia was turned down at UW, he
thought his career was over.
"Basketball is my life," he says.
Garcia started considering playing basketball overseas as an alternative.
But Dollar, the previous assistant basketball coach at UW, suggested Garcia
apply to Seattle U, where Dollar was
poised to take the position as head basketball
coach. Garcia says his admission was as simple
as that—he talked to Dollar and applied like

[A

lot of people are
talking about him.
Bill Hogan, Athletic Director

"They just looked at my transcripts,"
Garcia said.
Dollar thought it would be good
for Garcia to have a small, private,
hands-on academic environment. Really, he
says, it was a matter of selling what Seattle U
had

to

offer.

stopping by Redhawks games to watch the
power forward, Dollar expects Garcia will
have a lucrative future in basketball. But will
Garcia want to finish school before accepting
potential NBA offers?

Dollar expects Garcia
will have a lucrative

Since starting as a junior this fall, Garcia
says he has a "lot of adjustments to make" to
keep up with his schoolwork.
"It's a lot more reading," Garcia says. "A
lot more taking notes."
He says he has support at Seattle U—in
the form of professors, Erin Engelhardt—
"He's not thinking about it right now,"
assistant athletic director—and his fellow Dollar says. "You can never be mature enough
before you start playing [at a higher level]."
teammates, who recommended he major in
liberal studies.
With NBA potential and his recent history,
Garcia says while he's not a "big exam guy," Garcia is garnering state-wide and national
the individual attention of his geology profesattention.
sor has helped him to focus on school.
"Charles is unique. He's very talented," said
"It's nice for professors to be excited about Bill Hogan, athletic director. "A lot of people
him [just as a student]," Dollar says, "to know, are talking about him."
"They're excited about me and they don't care
But for Garcia, he's still just adjusting to
what I can do [on the court].'"
playing with a new team and learning the ins
Garcia says his daily routine is "school, and outs of study hall.
school, school, practice," and the hardest
"It's like I'm the newborn," he says. "I'm
thing for him is often staying awake in class just new in the family."
because of his intensive workouts.
He doesn't particularly have career plans, Emily may be reached at
outside ofbasketball. But with NBA recruits news@su-spectator.com

future in basketball.
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MEDIA ACCESS SHRINKS
GROWS
COVERAGE

Joshua Lynch

Editor-in-Chief
After men's basketball's recent upUtah State, sports information director Jason Behenna found
himself flying back to Seattle to work
the women's basketball game the next
day—with a meeting in his schedule
to boot.
It was at that meeting, as he saw
how many people were tweeting
about Redhawks basketball, that it
hit Behenna: Division I has brought
the big time to Seattle University.
"That was my 'Oh my god' moment," Behenna says.
As men's basketball has stormed
to a 4-3 start under new head coach
Cameron Dollar, the Redhawks have
been getting unprecedented media
coverage ranging from bloggers' reports to Sports Illustrated mentions
and Associated Press stories that have
been published in newspapers across
set over

the

country.

Behenna, whose responsibilities
include media relations, publishing
on GoSeattleU.com and managing

11has brought the big
Seattle University.

Athletics' social networking accounts,
says media attention on the Redhawks
has increased "10-fold" this year.
He notes that every year since
he's been here—corresponding with
the gradual transition to Division I
status—more and more people are
talking about the Redhawks.
That national attention to Seattle
University, once known as a "sleeping
giant" of an institution, was one of
the main arguments administrators
gave for making the controversial
move to Division I athletics.
An e-mail to the university from
President Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
after the Redhawk men's opening home game win against Fresno
State was full of references to the
new-found spodight.
"As our student-athletes rise to the
challenge ofDivision I competition,"
wrote Sundborg, "our university as
a whole is gaining more attention
for the special kind of education

Braden VanDragt | The Spectator

Seattle University plays its inaugural game in Key Arena Nov. 19. Seattle U beat Fresno State

and when Dollar hired
assistant coach, media
we provide."
and the public made note of the rare
Athletics officials say a combinareversal in college basketball coachtion of several things is propelling ing—a father working for a son.
And star player Charles Garcia, who
coverage and interest in men's basketball. The deal to play home games in came to Seattle U after his admission
Key Arena, which seats up to 17,000 to the University of Washington fell
for basketball, has the team playing on through, is considered by many to be a
a bigger stage than every mid-major
prospect for professional basketball.
in the country, notes athletic director
As the AthleticDepartment's proBill Hogan. Hiring Cameron Dollar file rises, it has instituted tighter mefrom the University of Washington
dia policies similar to other Division
signaled., that the program intended I instimtwjggJ^
to get serious,

his dad as

an

Interviews with players and coachbe arranged through
Behenna or his graduate assistant, a
move Behenna says is for the protection of players.
"It's a policy that should have
been in effect right from the start,"
he says.
Gonzaga University and others like it have two full-time
sports information officials and a
graduate assistant.
But for now, Behenna and
graduate assistant Diana Chamorro
es must now

85-84."

alone are handling continual attention Seattle University hasn't seen
in decades.
Speaking on the phone Monday
with a voice gravelly from a cold,
Behenna put it this way:
"It's very demanding. My intention today was to come in, have
a meeting [...] I intended to go
home at 1 p.m. But here I am still
at 4 p.m."

•

Joshua may be reached at
edrtor@su-spectator.com

MEASURING UP
DIVSON!

AGAINST

Katie Farden

guard. "We'll have to play scrappy."
Ashley Brown, a 5-foot-11-inch senior forward returning to the hardwood
this year from a knee injury that kept her
sidelined last season, says she's hopeful

Assistant News Editor

Before the season started, women's
basketball coach Joan Bonvicini envisioned the Redhawks growing into the Redhawks can overcome their shorta top-25 Division I program over the
age of towering players with a simple,
next few years. But seven loses into the
strong work ethic.
2009-2010 season, does she have the
"Height is very important, but it's all
about desire, getting under the hoop and
same goal?
"Yes I do," she said. "But right now getting rebounds," she said. "There have
we don't have that in place. We were
been teams that have been very successdealt a tough hand."
ful with not as much height."
The team has been down three startThe Redhawks' future success,
ers this season, including the Redhawks'
Bonvicini said, hinges on Seattle U's
leading scorer last year, 5-foot-11-inch ability to sign new recruits.
Though they're redshirting this
junior forward Breanna Salley. The
with
season,
University ofArizona transfer
suspended
Salley,
along
university
Mercedes Alexander, a 5-foot-11-inch Amani Butler, a 5-foot-7-inch guard
senior forward and Elle Kerfoot, 5-footwho received an honorable mention
7-inch sophomore guard this fall for all-American tide after her 2008-2009
failing to meet academic NCAA credit season, and Washington State University
transfer Salena Dickerson, a 5-foot-11requirements last spring quarter.
inch forward who averaged 21 points a
gameher senior year ofhigh school, will
both be eligible to play next season.
"I definitely foresee them becoming
a really good team," Murillo said.
Also joining the Redhawks for the
Joan Bonvicini, Coach
2010-2011 season will be incoming freshman Ashley Ward, a 5-foot-10-inch wing from Woodbridge
A lack of height couldalso hinderthe High School in Irvine, Calif. Ward,
Redhawks this season. Only three playwho averaged 18.5 points a game for
ers over 5-feet-10-inches are currently
her high school team, signed a National
Letter of Intent to play at Seattle U in
eligible to play.
"It's really tough because you early November. Bonvicini says she precan't coach size," said senior dicts signing two to three more players
Cassidy Murillo, a 5-foot-7-inch this spring.

uture looks very,
right.

j_

I

I

More playing time at Key Arena may
also be in store for the Redhawks women
in coming seasons, Bonvicini said.
The women's team plays four more
games this season than they did last year.
Unlike men's games, which will be held
at Key Arena, all the women's games will
be held at Connolly's 1050-seat gym.
Murillo said while she thinks it
would be hard for the women's basketball team to draw a crowd large
enough to pack all the seats in the
Key Arena, which can hold 7,800 in the
lower bowl alone. She hopes by playing on campus the team will be able
to drum up more support for women's
basketball.
"It's closer for students," she says. "So
more people will be coming."
This winter the team will call
Key Arena home for one match on Feb.
16, when they play North Dakota, a
team that's gone 1-5 so far this season.
Brown said the team is especially
eager for another home game: their
Dec. 9 face-off with University of

Washington.
"The future looks very, very bright,"
Bonvicini said.
The Redhawks saw their first win
of the season in a 68-63 triumph over
Milwaukee in the final match of the
Seattle U Thanksgiving Tournament
Sunday. The team hit theroad this weekend to play University of California
Irvine away on Dec. 5.
-

Katie may be reached at
kfarden@su-spectator.com

Braden VanDragt | The Spectator

Sophomore Cariey Butcher looks for a shot against Pacific Lutheran
University Tuesday in a game the Redhawks won handily, 75-37.
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Fine Arts transitions through admin changes
Carol Wolfe Clay departs from Fine Arts administration
for sabbatical, leaving the real test for new leaders

When Carol Wolfe Clay stepped
down from her position last spring,
the Fine Arts Department decided
to find a new way to organize the
leadership of one of the largest
departments on campus.
With more than 100 fine arts
majors spread out over seven buildings and more than 50 members
of faculty, staffand adjunct faculty,
the chair of the Fine Arts department has a large work load.

I'm really excited to
take my sabbatical
and work on
creative projects.
Carol Wolfe Clay
Fine Arts Associate Chair

After serving as chair for 13
years, the torch Clay has passed to
JosefVenker, S.J., the new department chair, is a hefty one.

The department grew exponentially under Clay. Forty or so students joined the Fine Arts program
during her time as chair. Her job
was a stressful one, and the lack of
structural change in the administration did not make things any
easier.

"Every year a bit more was
added, and I kept taking it on,"
Clay said. "But there was never a
real administrative change in the
number of people it took to run
the place."
Though Clay has stepped down
from her position as chair of the
department, she is serving as interim associate chair for performing
arts until Rosa Joshi comes back
from the leave ofabsence she took
to teach drama in Hong Kong.
Because Clay held her job for
so long, there is a lot to be passed
on to Venker, who has been serving in the position since July.
The interim position Clay holds
now allows her to help with the
transition, acting as the "transition
team" for the quarter.
After fall quarter, Clay will be
taking a sabbatical to work on her
own projects, as well as class planning and new curriculum for the

Candace Shankel The Spectator
|

Katy McCourt-Basham
Staff Writer

Fr. Josef Venker, S.J. has been chair of Fine Arts since July, following a 13-year term by Carol Wolfe Clay. He
hopes to rewrite some of the department's bylaws, which impact policies on faculty review and hiring.
theater program.
Clay will be returning next fall
to teach.
"I'm really excited to take my
sabbatical and work on creative
projects," Clay said. "But I'm also
really excited about coming back
in the fall and helping the program
grow and expand."

Venker, the current department
chair, was elected chair by the department. He has five degrees, including a bachelor's in sculpture
and a master's in painting. Venker
has developed 18 courses in fine
including interdisciplinary
classes and courses for the School
of Theology and Ministry.
Venker teaches various visual
arts classes in the Fine Arts department, including calligraphy
and ceramic sculpture.
Venker says one of his goals as
chair is to rewrite the bylaws for
the department. These laws dictate
hiring policy, review and evaluation of faculty and the responsibilities of various members of the
arts,

department.
With the change in leadership comes more administrative
change. Where there was only
one associate chair before, there
are now two—Franc Guerrero will
be the associate chair for visual arts
and Rosa Joshi will be the associate
chair for performing arts.

--

-

:

"I think the work load will be a
more manageable," Joshi said.
The department also hired a
part-time administrative assistant,
bringing the total to two full-time
and one part-time assistant, whereas most departments have only one
full-time or shared assistant.
lot

The interim position

Clay holds now
allows her to help
with the transition.
With these administrative
changes, the department hopes to
be better able to address the needs
of its large student population and

give Fine Arts
as a

mote

room to

grow

department.

Katy may be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com
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SU offers only conservatory program in NW
Kelton Sears
Staff Wrrter
Even though the String
Performance program has existed
Seattle University for only one
quarter, Quinton Morris, director
of the program, feels the new major
is a big success.
"I feel like we can be the best
program in the Northwest," Morris
said. "The kids we have are great
and really talented."
The program is the only conservatory-style program in the
Northwest, meaning you have
to apply to get in. The major is a
100-credit major compared to the
typical 90 credits required, and the
program is very small; only five students are currently participating,
and the target maximum for the
program is about eight students.
at

Kailee Wright, freshman viola
specialist, enjoys that type of community over a larger program.
"We all hang out together and
get

along really great," Wright

said. "We all rehearse together

on

Mondays and Wednesdays,

we

see each

so

other all the time."

The Seattle Symphony

will offer internships

to students.

said. "I get to work with Dr. Morris
and the faculty, which wasn't happening at Western."
Students in the program are
required to participate around
campus in various events, including the upcoming choir concert,
where they will serve as a backing
band or at fall preview days where
they performed a piece for prospective students.
Many opportunities are presented to the small group of students
participating in the new program.
The Seattle Symphony will offer in-

ternships
As a transfer student f/om
Western Washington University,
bass player Nick Masters also values
that community.
"I like that it's much smaller
[than Western's program]," Masters

to

Mondays and Wednesdays,
string performance majors rehearse
together, but they also get to interact with other non-majors while
rehearsing for the chamber music
program. The chamber orchestra
recently had its first concert of the
year, Nov. 19, the results of which
made Quinton Morris proud ofthe
progress his students are making.
"There was some beautiful music-making that was happening,"
Morris said. "The students really
came

together

as a

group."

Morris said he feels the quality
of the music programs at Seattle U
has increased greatly over the years,
and his goal is to continually better
the program and let it grow.
"Some students might feel like
I'm a pretty hard guy," Morris said.
"But in any great program, you have
to push the students for the best."

students

at the end of
an opportunity

their freshman year,
for underclassmen to hone their
abilities in their art. In students'
junior year, the option to audition
for the Auburn Symphony will be
presented—a paid internship for
those who secure a spot.

The program originally included
number of students,
but a few dropped out early on in
the year.
"It's not for everyone," Wright
said. "You have to keep up with
things in order to be really good."
Masters acknowledged the
a slightly larger

challenge.
"Dr. Morris is pretty tough,"
Masters said, "but I appreciate that
because it makes me better."
While students know the program is very new, most seem more

excited than scared.
"So far the program is really
great," Wright said. "I'll be a guinea
pig if it means getting the word out
that Seatde U has a really great new

program."
Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

Film studies shoots
for partnerships

offering a study abroad
study film

program in Germany to
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who wouldn't come
here normally.

to of-

The program is

working on providing

more courses specific

to film production.
"Next fall will be the real test,"
Weihe said.
By looking at the film studies
enrollment numbers next fall, the
Seattle U community will be able
to tell whether the program is really
as successful as it aims to be.
Until enrollment rises and brings
more tuition to the university, film
studies won't have its own budget.
"The investment in film [studies]
is quite small," Weihe said. "Most of
the faculty teaching [film courses]
are from other departments."
Professors come from the departments for English, history and even

Edwin Weihe
Film Studies Chair

One of the major reasons why
the program was started was to offer something to students no other
school in this region can, creating a
rich recruitment opportunity.
Weihe predicts film studies will
benefit the university as a whole.
"It isn't something that is channeling money away from other departments," Weihe said. "It'll attract
new students who wouldn't come
here normally"
The program hopes to have a total of 30 majors and minors by June
and to offer even more unique classes
focusing on specific techniques and
film styles. The faculty involved are
working to recruit incoming freshman who are interested in film studies by reaching out to thousands of
high school students through e-mail
and presentations.
Students participating in the
program so far are enjoying it.
Sophomore Megan Leonard decided
to major in the program after taking
just one film studies class.
"I took a Woody Allen class
this quarter and just fell in love,"
Leonard said.
Connor Folse, sophomore premajor, decided to take a film studies
class not knowing what to expect. He
said the experience has been positive
for him, and he hopes to switch one
of his majors to film studies.
Kat may be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com
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"We were invited to team up
with Loyola Marymount University
who already has the program," said
Edwin Weihe, English professor and
film studies chair.
Another goal for the film studies
program is developing internships
through Seattle International Film
Festival and other local film festivals.
Weihe and other staff members are
affiliated with SIFF and have already
made progress with this effort.
The department hopes its courses
will draw prospective students specifically to the film studies program.

•

production.
The department is hoping
fer this trip by fall 2011.

"[Film studies] will

:

on

*

*
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working
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Seattle University began its film
studies program this year, making
it the only university in the Puget
Sound region offering a degree in
film studies.
The program is currently working on providing more courses specific to film production and is also

law, among others. The College of
Arts and Sciences doesn't plan on investing money into a professor specifically for the film studies program
for at least another two years.

.

Kat Catlett
Staff Wrter
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Capitol Hill musician gets reel with tape label
Jon Manning charms the local DIY music scene through
a cassette-based record label and his own bands
Kelton Sears
Staff Writer

playing lots of melodica, a sort of
keyboard that is blown into to produce sound.

of empty lots.
"I guess I just like the potential
there," Manning says, "the possibilities that open physical space

tos

presents."

This affection might also explain
Manning's unusual love for the cassette tape, the format he exclusively
uses to put out records on his own
Capitol Hill-based music label,
Lost Sound Tapes.
Over coffee, Manning attempts
a bit of faux-philosophizing.
"I guess that like those lots, cassette tapes are all these blank slates
that anyone can build whatever
they want on." Manning takes a
sip from his cup, wearing a distinct
green moose hat. "Yeah, I can definitely run with that metaphor."
Manning's metaphor is not the
only explanation for his cassette
affinity. Growing up, he managed
to convince his parents to buy him
$2 "cassingles" occasionally from
Tower Records.
"I always looked forward to listening to those even if they had a
crappy B-side radio edit or something weird," he says.
This, combined with poolside
listening sessions of his brother's
punk mixtapes in their Southern
California home, has contributed
to Manning's resistance to ditching
the outdated media.
Manning has been known
to put his own music to tape as
well. Blanket Truth, the moniker
Manning operates under when
playing his ukulele-heavy tweepop, features a beatbox backing and
plenty of soaring kid-like choruses.
His other band, iji (pronounced
the Spanish way: ee-hee), sees him

Manning doubted he was capable of making music until a few
of his favorite bands showed him

otherwise.
"I'd listen to bands like
Casiotone For the Painfully Alone
and The Mountain Goats who were
just recording on tape players and
answering machines and go, 'I can
do that,'"
Manning started recording and
realized that since all his recordings
were on tape, it'd be easier to keep
it that way when giving out songs
to people. Lost Sound Tapes then
became a natural evolution ofwhat

Manning

was

already doing.

Armed with a vintage tape duplicator from Craigslist, Manning
was able to reproduce three tapes
at once, speeding up the process of

duplication considerably.
"I used to do them myself and
have to listen to each tape all the
way through to make anotherone,"
Manning says, recalling the archaic
old days.

I'd listen to bands
who were recording

on tape players and
go'l can do that'
Jon Manning
Lost Sound Tapes
With a slew of tapes purchased
from Tape.com, Manning began
mass-producing his plastic sources
of pride for his friends and their
bands, often designing the cover

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Jon Manning opens a case of merch for Blanket Truth, his ukulele-driven pop project. Like the other bands
on his label, Blanket Truth mainly releases on cassettes, and Manning designs the artwork himself.
himself. Now, twelve bands
call Lost Sound Tapes their musical
home, including some with unique
names like The Endless Bummer,
Bear Hugs and Cave Babies.
Many of the bands on the Lost
Sound Tapes label perform at
Healthy Times Fun Club, a DIY
venue Manning is involved with.
The walls of the venue are covered
in Technicolor art that one might
find lining the notebooksof a bored
student. A rainbow sea anemone
with a gold tooth and a googly eye
dangling from a yellowed piece
of tape hangs up next to an old
Mickey Mouse bed sheet, pinned
up like a medieval tapestry.
Grr, a trio consisting of a beatboxer, a rapper and a guitarist who
play songs about self-respect and
sexual tension with lots of audience-involved choruses are the
kind ofband who plays at Healthy
art

Times Fun Club.
All of this craziness hasn't gone
without raising some eyebrows.

Blanket Truth features

a beatbox backing
and soaring kidlike choruses.
—-
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likes taking pho-
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Jon Manning

"People do come up to me and
say 'why the hell are you doing this?
Nobody has a tape player anymore,"
Manning says.
Manning doesn't care if people
question his cassettes.
"If people don't want to have the
cassette tape, then they don't need
to have the cassette tape," he says.
"It's not for them."

The purpose of the cassette tape
be convenient. It is not
modern, and it is most certainly
not easy. But then, that's thewhole
point.
"Spending time on these tapes
makes me happy. It's something I
really like doing," Manning says.
The time one must invest to make
a cassette tape imbues it with something special, in Manning's eyes,
something unique.
So whether he is plunking away
on ukulele, meticulously duplicating cassettes or bobbing his head
to the idiosyncratic sounds of his
peers as they crank out whimsical tunes in the Healthy Times
Fun Club, Manning makes sure
to put a little spark of charming
quirkiness in his DIY Day-Glo life.
is

not to

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

'Precious' glimmers through raw, bitter drama

Via Lions Gate

Mo'Nique, Mariah Carey and debuting star excel in emotional roles
Alex LaCasse

Staff Writer
Very rarely does a film evoke such raw
emotion, passion and disillusionment as
does "Precious," the brainchild of Oprah
Winfrey, Tyler Perry and director Lee Daniels.
"Precious" is a social advocacy film at its finest, shedding light on a young mother stifled
under a social and educational system that
has left her behind.
The film follows Clarice "Precious" Jones,
a 16-year-old growing up in 1987 Harlem,
played by Hollywood newcomer Gabourey
Sidibe. Her life is complicatedly simple.
Living with her mother, played by comedienne Mo'Nique, Precious is enslaved
in her own home. Within minutes of the
opening scene, viewers discover Precious has
a child and is pregnant with her second, all

by her abusive father. An intense rape scene
is coupled with visions offantasy as Precious
escapes the violence of her home. We discover in later parts of the film that Precious'
father had been infected with HIV, further
complicating the story and providing a true
punch to the heart for viewers.
Much of the conflict centers on the relationship between Precious and her mother.
Her mother, who lives off welfare and decides
to not work, is jealous of Precious' sexual
relationship with her father.The resentment
is alarming, and the relationship vile. It is
easy to hate the mother as she serves as one of
the primary characters involved in Precious'
horrid forced lifestyle.
There is a continual bittersweet juxtaposition throughout "Precious" of young
childhood fantasy and harsh reality. There
are times when viewers forget Precious is
16, only to be reminded with a sequence of
scenes devoted to her illustrious, flamboyant imaginary "modeling career." Seconds
later, Precious is back to the harsh reality of
her everyday life, forced to be an adult amid
near-impossible circumstances.
Precious is in all of us and is one of the
reasons this film is so incredibly impactful.
Though our own hometown experiences
may not relate directly to Precious' plight
in Harlem, the nature of her struggle is innately human. Precious represents thefantasy

in each ofus—the desire to escape whatever
situation we find ourselves in for a
better present and future.
Among several themes throughout this
movie, "Precious" points out the flaws in the
public education system. Before moving to
an alternative high school, we see Precious
in a learning environment that harbors little
academic excellence. Precious is reading at
roughly a second-grade level.
current

There is a continual
bittersweet juxtaposition of
young childhood fantasy

and harsh reality.
The educational system reptesented in the
film is real—an institution that marginalizes

minority students who are seen as useless.
Their education has been tossed to the wayside for the needs of the privileged.
There has been much discussion surrounding the film about whether or not it
perpetuates and promotes classic African
American stereotypes. While there are moments, "Precious" serves less as a solidification of stereotypes and more as a glimpse

into reality. This story is happening, it is
active. People like Precious exist—her
situation is just one story of several in our
country.

The theatrical performances by Sidibe and
Mo'Nique have already garnered attention
are both likely to receive Academy Awards.
Mo'Nique especially, stepping outside ofher
usual comedic tone, shatters all barriers and
creates a character so disgusting yet so human. Very rarely are viewers so emotionally
disgusted by a character and then in turn feel
a sense ofempathy for her dire situation. The
mother is as much a main character in this
film as Precious. The final scenes of the film
prove Mo'Nique is more than a comedienne
and can act alongside the Hollywood legends.
Even Mariah Carey, as a determined social
worker, is surprising with her performance.
While depressing in the traditional
sense, "Precious" provides a glimmer of
hope. There is a silver lining through the
incredibly melancholy nature of this film.
The process of evolution Precious goes
through indicates to us that change is possible. The will to survive and the motivation
to improve one's place in society is possible
as Precious serves as a beacon of hope for
individuals in similar situations.
Alex may be reached at
alacasse@su-spectator.com
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Bananas, guac liven up dogs
Just blocks from campus, Po Dog adds a new dimension to the Capitol Hill gourmet snack scene

ehetjtjtej

topped with runny,
melted crunchy peanut butter and sliced

"The worst one we tried [during development] was a Reese's
Peanut Butter Cup dog," Olson
says. "Chocolate with hotdogs just
doesn't work."
Despite the slightly pricy and
somewhat strange dogs, Po Dog has
the advantage of a liquor license and

wide variety of domestic and international beer, as well as some killer
crunchy fries nearly rivaling those of
Capitol Hill favorite Honey Hole.
The decor is much cleaner than
one might expect from a hot dog restaurant with its long white bar, white
chairs and black-and-white wall paper. Olson added her personal touch
to the decorations with a blown up
portrait of her pug, Harley, licking
his lips as he stares down the customers from the back wall just begging for a little taste.
The restaurant effortlessly makes
hot dogs seem trendy and fresh instead of just the stale staple of summer barbecues.
Olson and crew have several
new recipes in development that
they plan to rotate as specials, from
their upcoming Thai-inspired dog to
the seasonal Thanksgiving dog with
a

the
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Crafting artwork
for social change

stuffing.
One recipe Olson is currently
most excited about is a macaroni
and cheese dog influenced by her
mom's recipe of adding hot dog
slices to mac 'n' cheese when Olson
was a child.
Olson hopes to use the Capitol
Hill location as the flagship and plans
to open two to three shops in Seattle
in the next five years with the possibility of trickling into Portland.
"After you've gourmet'd ice cream
and cupcakes, there is no reason not
to gourmet hot dogs," said Capitol
Hill resident and first time customer
Taylor Hain.
The food is tasty and filling. And
"filling" at Po Dog means the food
will sit in your stomach for hours
like a delicious rock. It is impossible
to leave hungry.

Candace Shankel j The Spectator

Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com

This Week's New Releases
The Bravery: "Stir the Blood"
The Bravery have been known for reinventing their sound every time they
release an album, and "Stir the Blood" continues the trend. Its blend ofdark
yet beautiful lyrics and slow rhythm beats are further pushing the envelope for
what this band is known for. Old fans will appreciate the familiar vocal style
while new listeners will quickly embrace the Bravery's edgy new electro-indie
feel. There are some sweet guitar parts and even sweeter vocal harmonies to
top things off, but every song will make old-school Bravery fans want to pop
in "Sun and the Moon." This is a must-buy for Bravery fans and perfect to
H
play on a rainy December morning.
.

"Stones into Schools: Promoting Peace with Books, Not Bombs, in Afghanistan and
Pakistan" by Greg Mortenson
of "Three Cups ofTea" continues the story of his inspirational journey to develop schools for girls in
in and his vision to advance peace through education. Mortenson brings another round of gasps, quivers
rhrough the intimate stories of local leaders, community members and his experiences with them. This
igh, he zooms out, matching the personal color with rich commentary and broader examinations on
'omen's rights, war and military and promoting literacy. The first book by Mortenson, whose work in
and peace promotion earned him Pakistan's highest civil award, was a highly acclaimed bestseller, and
to Schools" is sure to be a sobering and stirring follow-up.

!chor

stars as an ex-prisoner-of-war returning from Afghanistan to a wife (Natalie Portman) who
he was a widow and a brother (Jake Gyllenhaal) who has been standing in as the father figure. A
a Danish drama adapted by the same screenwriter who took on "Kite Runner," this intense drama
>t baiting for a few Oscar nods.

Maguire

comes downtown
chain ofbig burritos finally moves into 3rd Avenue and East Pike Street this Friday. Only the second
i Seattle (the other being a long, hungry bus ride away in the University District), this fast burrito
jrst any belly near Westlake with eco-consciously farmed meats, dairy and beans, not to mention its
utter deliciousness. Though Chipotle's fare can't claim to be anything close to an authentic border
will offer a big meal for a decent deal. Be sure to show your student ID for a free drink!

;

Mary Bryant-Likens j The Spectator

Ryan Disch

Staff Writer
When thinking of social justice, many imagine protest and education as the best form of advocating against society's social ills. Yet
Emily Cohen and other student artists formed a coalition called
Creative Justice to create art with a social message.
Cohen, who serves as student campus minister for social justice,
started the group this quarter as a club associated with Campus
Ministry.
She formed the group this year to find a way to express social
justice in a creative and self-expressive fashion.
The idea for the group started with a conversation between Cohen
and campus minister Sean Bray on the power of image to encourage
social change and dialogue.
"This conversation grew into bigger ideas on how to cultivate
creativity that moves us toward social justice," Cohen said.
Art, Cohen said, can appeal to people who might otherwise
not become as involved in confronting issues surrounding social
justice.
"Engaging people can be a potentially daunting task, but art serves
as a new way to engage ourselves in these issues," Cohen said.
The focus of the group is to create art with a social message, which
Cohen calls "turning art into action."
Cohen believes that through art, proponents ofsocial justice can
develop new ideas and strategies to tackle some ofthe world's most
difficult issues.
"Art and the creative process can provide us with new tools to
accomplish our goals," she said. "Art can also provide us with refreshment and nourishment along the way as we work toward justice."
Cohen believes self-expression through art fits perfectly with
social justice advocacy and that art is linked to social progress
and protest.
"Art is a good tool for peaceful protesting and non-violent resistance," Cohen said. "Engaging with image can wake us up in a new
way to help facilitate discussion."
Creative Justice so far has focused on issues of women's empowerment and gender identity, issues not usually associated with the
religious basis ofCampus Ministry. Cohen believes these topics need
to be expressed and pushed forward to educate the public on matters
that may be more challenging.
"Creative Justice is not only a focus on art butalso a way ofeducating ourselves in engagement ofthese issues," Cohen said.
Creative Justice is not just focused on visual art forms, but rather
art in any form, whether it is photography, painting or poetry. The
group intends to provide a space for students to collaborate with
different populations on campus.
"We want to collaborate with not only dubs, but classrooms,
connecting with things that are already happening on campus,"
Cohen said.
Though concrete plans have yet to be established, Cohen wants
the group to eventually publicly display art pieces-, but more importantly to bring about a dialogue through artistic expression.
Cohen believes the club should work from a socially and culturally aware platform, realizing the effect of the art and the artists that
have conveyed these messages before them.
"We must be aware diat we are stepping into a tradition and honor
the people that struggled for dignity and equality," Cohen said.

Ryan may be reached at rdisch@su-spectator.com
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Women's basketball off to rough start, hopeful
Seamus McKeon
Staff Writer

winning record of 612-294 and
history of leading teams to national titles, joins the Redhawks
from the University of Arizona,
With a new coach, a schedule of where she led the Wildcats to
challenging opponents, and the loss a record of 287-223 (.563) in
of several key players in the weeks
17 seasons. Bonvicini, whose
before the season, fans of the Seattle professional career spans more
University women's basketball than three decades, has no plans
team have plenty to be concerned
of letting up in her first year at
about. But 'for players as well Seattle U.
as their new coach, Joan Bonvicini,
"I absolutely love it here—l love
the season's outlook is nothing the school, I love Seattle, and I abbut bright.
solutely love coaching these players." Bonvicini said. "Usually when
Undergoing one of the largest transitions in the program's
you take over a program it's a prohistory, the women's basketball gram that's either lost quite a bit,
team is currently in a period of and usually when teams lose they
ambitious growth. Bonvicini, have attitude problems; it wasn't
whose professional resume boasts like that whatsoever."
a
a

However Bonvicini's greatest
at Seattle U is growth
in the midst of a historic expansion for Redhawk athletics.
Emphasizing goals of a "championship program" with aspirations to be nationally ranked
within the next three years, the
coach's ambition places additional demands on the team,
which has an increased number of practices and added new
weight-training regimens for the
coming season.

objective

Personally, I just

want to work hard
every single game.

Braden VanDragt | The Spectator

Maggie McCarthy

Forward
"Obviously, when you have

a

coaching change there are a lot of
kids wondering what's going on
and obviously we're down three
very good players," Bonvicini said.
"But [...] the chemistry in the
team, the leadership in the team is
impressive as any team I've ever
had, and I'm talking about final
four teams."
But with a regular season record
far
of 2-7, the challenges facing
so
the team are irrefutable.
The university self-reported
three academic infractions to the
NCAA this fall, losing three of
its best players for a minimum of
one quarter as a result. Only three
seniors on the team to balance
the lineup.
One of the three seniors,
Cassidy Murillo, said will be one
of the obstacles the team will have
to overcome this season.
"We have a lot of young players," Murillo said. "We lack a lot
of experience."
Only two juniors are eligible
to play: Salena Dickerson is redshirting this year and the team's
leading scorer last season, forward Breanna Salley has sat out

Senior guard, Cassidy Murillo, drives to the basket against PLU.
all of the Redhawk's games this year
after she was suspended for failing
to fulfill the NCAA's academic
credit hour requirement last spring
quarter.

Senior forward Mercedes
Alexander and sophomore Elle
Kerfoot were also barred from fall
quarter play for the same NCAA

infraction as Salley.

as

Braden VanDragt |

The Spectator

Samantha Messersmith, sophomore forward, pulls up for a shot in
Tuesday's game against PLU. Seattle U won 75-37.

The team is currently

embarking on its
first full season of

Division I play.

"[The players] were aware that
were going be down players,
so they knew that they were going
have to step up, so we've made a
real conscious effort in practice,"
Bonvicini said.
The team hopes to have these
players reinstated for play after the
winter break.
The team is currently embarking on its first full season of
Division I play, facing a lineup of
D-I powerhouses such as number
we

23 ranked Purdue and hometownrivals University of Washington.
These challenges have yet to
faze players.
"Personally, I just want to work
hard every single game, to go all
out," said Maggie McCarthy, a
sophomore forward. "We just want
to have a winning season."
As for Bonvicini and her
newly-instituted coaching staff,
McCarthy was also enthusiastic.
"They've been really positive; we've
learned a lot from them so far,"
she said.
This feeling is mutual between
players and coaches.
"I've coached senior loaded
teams and I've coached young
teams... the biggest thing is having
good chemistry," said Bonvicini in
regard to the challenges facing her
young team.
The Redhawks hit the road to
play University ofCalifornia Irvine
Dec. 5 before returning home to take
on the UW Huskies Dec. 9 at the
Connolly Center.
-

Seamus can be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com
Katie Farden contributed reporting
to this article

SPORTS BRIEFS
Swim teams face tough competition

The Seattle University men's and women's swim teams
faced some challenging opponents in the past month. On
the road, the women's team has lost to Brigham Young
University, University of New Mexico, Utah University
and Boise State University. The men also lost to BYU
and Utah.
However, the teams have also earned victories against
long time rivals Simon Fraser University and Whitworth
University, on the road and at home respectively.
Alexis Morehouse has continued to stand out on the
women's team, consistently taking first or narrowly being edged out in the 100-yard and 200-yard breaststroke.
Morehouse broke her own school record in the 200-yard
breaststroke with a time of 2:21.68 against BYU, New
Mexico and Boise State Nov. 6.
The men's team traveled to Long Beach, Calif. Nov. 19
and 20 for the Toshiba Classic, hosted by University of
California San Diego at the Belmont Plaza Olympic Pool.
After the two-day meet, the team finished in ninth place
against teams like Stanford University, Air Force Academy,
-

University of Hawaii and BYU.
The women will host Loyola Marymount University
Dec. 2 at the Connolly Center Pool. Morehouse will represent the Redhawks at USA Nationals which will be held
Dec. 3-5 in Federal Way, Wash.

Huskies shut out Cougars in Apple Cup
The rivalry between the University of Washington and
Washington State University ended in a 30-0 victory for the
UW Huskies at the annual Apple Cup Nov. 28.
It was the first time UW had defeated WSU at home
since 2003 and marked the first time the Huskies shut out
the Cougars in 45 years.
UW quarterback Jake Locker thtew for 196 yards, completing 16 of 28 passes, including a 50-yard touchdown to
Jermaine Kearse.
The Cougars didn't run a play within the Huskies' 33
-yard line for the entire game.
The Apple Cup marked the last game of Washington
State's season. The team finished with an 1-11 record.
UW will host the UC Berkley at Husky Stadium to

finish their season Dec. 5. With last weekend's win, the
Huskies improved their record to 4-7.

Seattle University baseball 'adopts' Adrian Smith
As a part of a program run by the Friends of Jaclyn
Foundation, the Seattle University baseball team has "adopted" three-year-old Adrian Smith.
The program helps place young people who are dealing
with brain tumors with athletic teams. Adrian was diagnosed
with a right thalamic tumor in January 2008. Doctors have
said Adrian's tumor is inoperable.
The team met Adrian and his parents, Brandon and
Marie, on Oct. 24 and presented them with Seattle
University sweatshirts and a baseball cap for Adrian.
Follow Adrian's story at http://www.caringbride.org/
visit/hopeforadrian.
The baseball team starts their first season in about 25
years with a series at Washington State University Feb.
20-21. The team's first home game will take place Feb.
23 against Saint Martin's University at Bannerwood Park
in Bellevue.
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Ryan Disch
Staff Writer

Jessica Gunderson,

a senior

mechanical engineering major,
played her last volleyball match as
a Redhawk Nov. 10 against Saint
Martin's University, capping off
a great season. For helping lead
Seattle University to a sweep of
Saint Martin's, Gunderson was
named GoSeattleU.com's Featured
Student-Athlete of the week on
Nov. 17.
Gunderson, who was the only
senior on the women's volleyball
team, played one of her best games
against Saint Martin's, when she
scored eight kills, one service ace,
11 digs and four blocks.
As an outside hitter for Seattle
U, Gunderson is known for garnering service aces and kills. This
season she ranked sixth out of her
conference for overall kills with 55
for the season.
She also gained four service aces
throughout the season, including
three in one game against San Jose
State. Gunderson's strong performance helped the Redhawks beat

San Jose State 3-1.
Head coach Shannon Ellis described Gunderson as an asset to
the team who will be missed as they
head into their next season.
"She played an important role
this year," Ellis said. "Tenacity

describes Jessica Gunderson

the highlight ofher season.
"Senior Night was a big highlight, having a lot of fans, and helping to end Jessica's season with a
win," Mellies said.
Overall Gunderson played in
44 games with the Redhawks as
outside hitter.

the most."

Ryan may be reached at
rdisch@su-spectator.com

Gunderson is a

leader to the team on
and off the court.

Ellis said Senior Night, the
game against Saint Martin's, was
the highlight of the season both for
herself and the team.
"Senior night was very fun, and
it was nice to have that game for
Jessica," Ellis said.
Gunderson's team also appreciated her as a leader on and off the
court. Jaime Mellies, junior civil
engineering major and setter for
the team, also saw Senior Night as

via GoSeattleU.com

Jessica Gunderson, an outside
hitter, was the only senior volleyball player this season.

Soccer season wraps with loss
Seamus McKeon
Staff Writer
Once the dust had settled
and the turf had grown back, the
Seattle University men's soccer
team was left with much to desire
this season.
Finishing 4-12-1 in overall play
and with a fourth-place standing
in the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation, the Redhawks endured
one of their worst seasons in recent
memory in terms of wins and losses. However, for head coach Brad
Agoos, the glass is half full.
"I was happy with the way we
finished." Agoos said, citing the
growing challenges of Division I
competition as a positive for the
expanding program at Seattle U.
"In terms of wins and losses it
wasn't a great record for us, but
we had probably one of the hardest schedules in Division I in the
entire country."
Agoos, who has now been with
the university for four seasons since
taking over for championship coach
Peter Fewing in 2006, has had big
shoes to fill in his time heading
the program.
Fewing, who led the program

NAIA and NCAA Division II
championship titles in 1997 and
2004, respectively, coached the
Redhawks for 18 years before departing due to what he cited as
"differences with administration"
according to a Seattle Times article published at the time of his
departure. Despite this sudden
transition, however, the program
has continued to grow as the institution continues in its transition
to D-I.
to

We probably had

one of the hardest
schedules in Division I

in the entire country.
Brad Agoos
Head Coach

The opportunities of this transiemphasized, have been
worth the struggle.
"I think, again, that anyone
who's worth their salt wants that
tion, Agoos

kind of challenge," Agoos said,
while acknowledging the strength
ofhis predecessor's program.
[Fewing] did a great job;I think
he's the reason that this program
was [...] in good shape, successful
and had a winning tradition; we
tried to keep a lot of things that he
had started and build upon that."
According to Agoos, this is just
what the team has managed to do.
Having finished the season 3-4
in conference play, the Redhawks
have enjoyed a great deal of success against what was arguably the
hardest lineup that Seattle U has
ever faced, and the coach aims
to expand on this in the years
to come.
Referencing D-I powerhouses
such as the University ofMichigan,
one of many large programs on the
Seattle U schedule for next season,
Agoos hopes to expand the roster
with high-profile players in future
seasons and to expand the program
to regional and some day national
prominence.
"We're really excited about the
group we have coming in," Agoos
concluded. "We want to have the
best players in the Northwest and
then go up from there."
Leading the team in scoring this
season was Sean Morris with nine
points. Morris, a junior midfielder,
will return next season. Second in
scoring was lan Walsh, a senior defender, with six points.
The Redhawks will lose four
seniors to graduation including
Walsh, Derek Rogalsky, Wesley
VanHooser and Max Walker.
Nineteen players from this year's
roster will be eligible to come back
next season when the soccer team
will be full and active D-I status
and will be eligible for NCAA post"

season
Matthew Brady | The

play.

Spectator

Redhawk Wesley VanHooser runs neck and neck with the Beaver's
Chris Harms. The Redhawks won 1-0.

Seamus may be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com

Redhawk star Charles
Garcia has been 'making a
name for himself'

recognize the talent Garcia is
bringing to Seattle U.
"He is a hot item, [and the
promotion] is to give him some

Taylor Olson

credit for that," Spaith said.
Spaith referenced a spot on
a recent radio show on FSN
Leading the men's basketball Northwest focusing on colteam is the player some have
lege basketball. The hosts mencalled a "man among boys." This tioned the talents at Gonzaga
standout player, Charles "Chuck" University, University of
Garcia, has scored a third of the Washington and University of
points for the Seattle University Portland, without any mention of
men's basketball team so far Seattle U.
When asked, the next host
this season.
In the first seven games of said it is time for college basketthe season Garcia, a power for- ball fans to take a look at what
ward, has scored 186 points, the Redhawks are doing, call106 points more than Aaron ing Garcia the best player in
Broussard, who is second the Pacific Northwest and for
in scoring.
everyone to get on the "Chuck
In honor of Garcia and the Garcia bandwagon."
national attention he is attractThe contest starts Dec. 2 and
ing, the Athletic Department is will be open to all students. The
promoting a nickname contest. promotions team of the Athletic
The university will be making Department will accept entries
Garcia promotional T-shirts that through Dec. 9 at 5 p.m. Each
will feature the winner of the student is allowed to submit
nickname contest.
one nickname. Students should
e-mail their nickname ideas to
spaithc@seattleu.edu.
Sports Editor

[Garcia] is a hot

item, [and the

promotion] is to give
him credit for that.

The RedZone executive coun-

cil will judge the entries and will
choose the nickname they believe
is the best and most impressionable. The winning nickname will
be announced at the men's basketball game at Key Arena against
University of California Irvine
Dec. 15.
Each contestant will win a free
Garcia T-shirt with the winning
nickname. The contest winner
will take home an Xbox 360.
-

Chloe Spaith

Promotions Coordinator
Chloe Spaith, the Athletic
Departments promotions coordinator and graduate assistant,
said the contest was created to

Taylor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com

Braden VanDragt|The Spectator

Charles 'Chuck' Garcia charges down the court in Seattle U's home
opener against Fresno State on Nov. 19. Seattle U won 85-84.
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EDITORIAL

Taking a moment to reflect on violence
The losses are severe. The story leaves you scratching your
head, wondering what things are coming to these days.
Still healing wounds from the Halloween night murder of Seattle Police Officer Timothy Brenton, Seattle
and the rest of the Puget Sound was stunned Sunday
to hear that four Lakewood police officers were also viciously targeted and murdered just for the badges
they wore.
The region is rarely mentioned in national media for violent crime or other disasters. This week, though, headlines
nationwide will tell a story about our home—one that's hard
to comprehend.
Is this really Western Washington?
Four public servants lost. A fledgling police force scarred.
Four families robbed of a life. Nine children without a
father or mother.
A coffee shop transformed into the site of a bloodbath. Two
young baristas with memories no one should have.
Police who feel threatened while in uniform. People who
feel targeted for the color of their skin.
A manhunt that jumped around, disturbing greater Seattle.
People helping an alleged killer escape.
Citizens calling in tips. Others tweeting and following a
story with prayers or fingers crossed.
Warrants going unenforced because of sloppy paperwork and miscommunication in two states. A
booking bail system that puts crooks on the streets without

seeing a judge.
A now-haunting clemency from prominent Republican
Mike Huckabee. A convincing appeal from a man who prom-

ised he had changed.
Hate for police. Hate for those who hate police.
Neighborhoods shaken. Communities damaged but
brought together, reminded why people need each other.
A man who needed mental help and/or more time in prison—now a man shot dead, with his family members torn
apart, and some perhaps soon behind bars.
In the midst of all of this, along with a string of other
violent crimes, is Seattle University.
Even in our tight-knit and sometimes isolated community,
this crime and others like it impact us.
Our own underappreciated protectors in Public Safety,
who face risks just as police do, can't help but be shaken.
As Public Safety Director Mike Sletten said, "we're like the
best of, if you will, next door neighbors" with Seattle Police.
Timothy Brenton, an officer with the East Precinct, responded to calls at the university before he was murdered,
Sletten says.
It is clear that many things that should have gone right in
the case of Maurice Clemmons went wrong.
Everyone now carries the burden of what has happened
over the past month. That burden has the potential to numb
our society further against violence or to unite us against it.
We hope for the latter.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Emily Holt, Katie Farden, Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo Carosio and Fernando Sioson. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
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Stupak-Pitts undermines reform ideals
Katie Farden
Assistant News Editor
The Feminist Majority
Foundation has called it the most
severe violation of reproductive
rights in our lifetime. And they've
got damn good reason for sounding

the alarm.
The Stupak-Pitts legislation, an
anti-choice amendment drafted
by Reps. Bart Stupak, D-Mich.,
and Joseph Pitts, R-Penn., illegalizes using federal moneys to fund
an abortion. This blocks women
from choosing an insurance plan
with abortion coverage—private or
public—should she use a government subsidy to pay for that plan.
The same goes for companies selecting plans for their workers:
No federal money for a plan for
their employees if it offers any
funds for abortion.
Ending an unwanted pregnancy,
which can cost up to $2,000, will
now be paid for out of the pockets
of women.
A recent study conducted by
researchers at the Guttmacher
Institute in New York revealed
that most women in this country
who've had an abortion did so

because birthing a child would have
prevented her from obtaining an
education, working or taking care
of dependents (a lack of financial
security came in a close runner-up).
As Planned Parenthood astutely
notes, most people "don't plan for
unplanned pregnancies."
Our current health-care system already fails many women
who seek access to a safe abortion:
Low-income women on Medicaid,
federal employees (and their daughters), women in the military serving overseas, female federal prisoners, and women in the District of
Columbia, for example, all lack the
privilege ofabortion coverage.

Abortion is surely

a basic healthcare need.
Thanks

millions
ofthem middle class mothers who use private insurers^ —will join throngs of women
who already struggle to terminate
their unplanned pregnancies in a
to Stupak-Pitts,

more women—many

safe and affordable manner. More
than 85 percent of private insurance plans currently offer some
form ofabortion subsidy. But now,
Washington has indirectly slashed
this coverage.
The Obama administration
has tirelessly promised weary
Americans since summer that the
health-care reform bill will not
take away any coverage Americans
already have under their current
insurance plans. Yet Stupak will
eventually deny many women
and their daughters what is arguably the single most important
reproductive option covered in

their plans.
Ironically, Stupak-Pitts also inhibits H.R. 3962 from achieving
its most elementary purpose: to
ensure Americans receive health
care. And though it's surely a hotly
contested issue in cities across the
nation from Kansas—where an
anti-abortion extremist shot and
killed abortion provider Dr. George
Tiller last spring—to Seattle, where
anti-choice protesters outside the
Planned Parenthood that sits just ten
blocks east of Seatde U on Madison
Street guilt or scare young women
away from entering—abortion is

surely a basic health-care need.
Just how big of a need is it? A
quick glimpse at America before
Roe v. Wade might speak to importance of safe, available abortions: Before the procedure was
legalized, researchers estimate up to
1.2 million women endured backalley abortions each year. To say
women endured unsafe abortions,
however, paints too rosy a picture.
"Coat-hanger abortions" left many
women unable to bear children,
severely deformed, injured or dead
from blood loss.
Stupak-Pitts does not illegalize abortion in the United States.
Yet it does make abortion a procedure only women with relative
financial privilege will be able to
afford. Stupak-Pitts issues the hardest blows to the rights of poor and
immigrant women in our nation.
The Senate begins debate on
their version of the health reform act Wednesday. Call your
senators. Tell them you won't
stand for this encroachment on
one of our most crucial health
care options.
Katie may be reached at
kfarden@su-spectator.com

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors. Letters will also be published on su-spectator.com/opinion.
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Christmas fun for some, hell for others
Holiday expenses are big,
emotional expenses are
bigger
Fernando Sioson

Staff Columnist
Christmas is the expensive onenight stand of the holiday season. It
means one last explosion ofalcohol,
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to finish off the
before
the
ball drops on
year
our heads.
If you are theobsessive type who
likes to get their annual Christmas
shopping done before February,
then the holidays are not a problem
for you. Type A shoppers like these
use lie detector tests to deduce the
best presents for their kids.
The other 99 percent of
is lucky to get their
society
g.
done by Christmas
shopping
j
morning. If you time it
right, the crappy presents
you get on

gifts and fun

re-gifts on Christmas Day. There
is no greater Hallmark moment

than giving your dad a green and
orange reindeer sweater, originally
from your hateful ex-girlfriend, on
Christmas morning.
The break gives college students
a break from the s***storm thar is
college life. Suddenly we can ignore
phone calls from people we don't
like and not have to worry about
seeing them in the hallway an hour

Emotionally and mentally,
Christmas break is a boon. Getting
a break from Seattle and its downpour of rain boosts students' sanity
by at least five percent.
For freshmen, returning home is
an exceptionally surreal experience.
Save for the exotic wonders of video
chatting on Skype, your friends and
family back home have no idea how
you've changed or what you even
look like now.
I implore you to put emphasis
on maximum shock value when
you see your loved ones in the airport for the first time in a while.
Style your hair into a Mohawk,
wear pants with only one leg
and, for the next week,
start all your college sto\
ries with the phrase "this
one time when I was on
acid ..."
Ifyou're staying in Seattle
for Christmas break, then be
prepared for the vengeance
of Father Christmas. Last
year, the two-week long snowstorm made it seem as though the
color white was finally taking over
the world. Hundreds ofpeople perished while holding cups of frozen
hot cocoa next to their fireplaces.
Like blizzards, Christmas cheer
can be morbidly deadly.
Christmas can easily overload
some people into an almost comatose state. The spirit of the season,
while extremely rewarding, is also
mentally taxing.
*

TEN

At my house, the front yard and
roof are literally covered with dozens
of dimly-lit reindeer and decorative
lights. The amount ofelectricity we
use is so high, we sometimes turn
off the lights inside just so we can
keep the Christmas lights outside
from blowing a fuse.

Ten worst Christmas
presents
Bag of coal

§tfi

Like blizzards,
Treadmill

Christmas cheer

can be morbidly
deadly.

The complete
"Twilight" series

Likewise, the enigma that is
the Christmas tree is an incredible
amount of work each year to put
up. The naturalist that I am, I insist on a genuine tree every year.
The overcompensating manly man
that I-am, it's a 10-plus footer or

nothing.

Pabst Blue Ribbon

'

An empty box

JF

of wire and glass
that tree in
it
takes
to
cover
that
could
and
ornaments
problights
ably provide electrical wiring for all
The

*£

jf

amount

D-l basketball
season tickets

of Ethiopia.
the
amount of food that most families eat during the holidays, which
could probably feed the entire population ofTibet for a week.
Christmas is the road marker
that tells us the school year is fat
from over. Not only do we have to
deal with the hump quarter that is
winter, the break we get afterward
is not nearly as long. To top it all
off, if you've never experienced a
Seattle winter before, be prepared
Let's

not even get into

Jail time

Jack Johnson
discography

to get wet.

Happy Holidays, and don't
shake the present before you open
it. That's just rude, and baby animals can suffer trauma, too.

"It's not you,
it's me."

Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com.

Admission letter to
Gonzaga

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editors,
Over the past few years,
our representatives in Olympia
have debated about what to
do regarding displays on the
grounds of the state capitol building during the holiday season.
This year, all overt symbols are
banned with one exception: the
Holiday Tree.
In trying to accommodate
everyone, our lawmakers have
placed a symbol that may represent nothing more than a big tree
chopped down from its home
in the forest. At night when
lights should glow the brightest to symbolize hope in the
bleakest season of the year, the
Holiday Tree stands dark in an
impersonal space.
Human beings cannot thrive
without meaning. At some level, we

all suffer in the face of this relentless effort to devalue symbols and
traditions that come to us from our
past and connect us with various
traditions and ancestry.

Instead of affirming

inter-

faith dialogue and the myriad of Washingtonians' traditions, we cut ourselves loose
from any grounding that might
otherwise give us comfort in times
we do not understand. Mentalhealth counselors know the holidays can be a hard time—a season
when depression and suicide rate
rise and families report higher levels
ofconflict.
For communities, families and
individuals there is a place to open
communication and work toward
healing. It is the office of a pastoral
counselor.
Pastoral counselors are not

counselors who try to convert you
or tell you how you should live
your life.
Rather, pastoral counselors are
psychotherapists whose role is
to affirm your spiritual journey and work with you toward
healing. They want to help you
represent your faith, your traditions, and your values in your life
and family.
For further information and to
find out more about pastoral counseling, please visit the national Web
site of the American Association
of Pastoral Counselors at
aapc.org.
Sarah Swenson, Pastoral
Counseling Student, Seattle
University

The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com.
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public
safety
Suspicious Behavior
Nov. 21 8:15 a.m.
Public Safety observed a nonaffiliate male wandering through
two separate buildings on campus. The male was contacted
and found to have no reason to
be on campus. The man declined assistance and cleared
campus without further incident.

Malicious Mischief
Nov. 21 1:20 p.m.
Public Safety observed graffiti spray-painted on the power
box near the Bellarmine turnaround. Facilities was notified for
cleanup.

Alcohol

Nov. 22 2:35 a.m.

Smash Putt:
art exhibit
features
booze and
balls

Public Safety and Housing received a noise complaint in Chardin and contacted the occupants
of the room. The occupants were
identified and found to be consuming alcohol. The incident was
forwarded to conduct.

Disturbance
Nov. 22 6:05 p.m.
Public Safety and Seattle Police
responded to multiple reports of
a non-affiliate woman causing
a significant disturbance in the

Clara Ganey
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Left: The driving range offered players the opportunity to
shoot golf balls at targets with a high pressured air gun.
Above left: Swinging golf clubs were one of the many
obstacles players had to fight through in order to make
par. Above right: A ferris wheel was one of the many
attractions found at Smash Putt. Smash Putt ended its
run in November.

Student Center. The woman ran
from the police and was stopped
when she tried to enter an elevator with students on board. The
woman was taken into custody
by Police.

Trespass Warning
Nov. 23 2:10 a.m.
Public Safety observed an intoxicated male kicking the construction gate and stumbling into the
fence. Public Safety identified
the male who claimed to have
been consuming alcohol at an
off-campus location. The male
was warned not to return to
campus property.

Trespass Warning
Nov. 23 2:20 a.m.
Public Safety observed a male
non-affiliate loitering around the
Chardin building and Campion
loading dock. He was trespass
warned and left campus.

Hole number 5, the Roulette Francaise, included a motorcycle players could ride to spin a wheel and destroy their competition's chances.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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